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Abstract—Localization, or position fixing, is an important
problem in robotics research. In this paper, we propose a novel
approach for long-term localization in a changing environment
using 3D LiDAR. We first create the map of a real environment
using GPS and LiDAR. Then, we divide the map into several
small parts as the targets for cloud registration, which can not
only improve the robustness but also reduce the registration time.
PointLocalization allows us to fuse different kinds of odometers,
which can optimize the accuracy and frequency of localization
results. We evaluate our algorithm on an unmanned ground
vehicle (UGV) using LiDAR and a wheel encoder, and obtain
the localization results at more than 20 Hz after fusion. The
algorithm can also localize the UGV in a 180-degree field of
view (FOV). Using an outdated map captured six months ago,
this algorithm shows great robustness, and the test results show
that it can achieve an accuracy of 10 cm. PointLocalization has
been tested for a period of more than six months in a crowded
factory and has operated successfully over a distance of more
than 2000 km.
I. INTRODUCTION
The deployment of autonomous vehicles has been increas-
ing rapidly since Google first launched their self-driving car
project in 2009 [1], [2]. One of the key aspects in robotics
research is localization, particularly in the application of
autonomous driving and unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs)
[3], where vehicles operate in special areas. Localization of
the vehicle is important, so that the path planning module
can send it navigation commands. Localization is the basis of
navigation.
According to Paul [4], a navigation module contains two
parts: position fixing, which involves comparing features at the
current location, such as landmarks, way-points, and maps; and
dead reckoning, which means measuring the change in either
the position or the velocity, such as visual odometry and wheel
odometry.
UGVs travel along a certain route, such as in baggage
delivery, and navigate in factories and mining sites. In these
situations, we can use a map to guide the vehicle’s travel along
the route. Many different types of sensors can be used for
localization [5]. When position fixing is used for navigation, a
global positioning system (GPS) is one of the most common
sensors, which can locate nearly any position in the world.
However, it highly relies on satellites, which means it does
not work well in the city where signals may be blocked.
To overcome the shortfalls, GPS can be coupled with an
inertial navigation system (INS) by using a Kalman filter. This
increases both the accuracy and robustness. However, the cost
of this system is high and it can only operate for about one
minute when the GPS signal has been lost.
Localization or position fixing by LiDAR or camera requires
a fixed map or landmarks. Simultaneous localization and
mapping (SLAM) can be used to obtain a fixed map, and it
has wide usage in many scenarios, such as in sweeping robots.
Oriented FAST and rotated BRIEFSLAM (ORB-SLAM) [6]
is a SLAM framework based on a camera, which shows great
robustness in pose estimation. It also provides a localization
function. However, the ORB features change during light
variances, and this change may cause failure, for example,
mapping takes place in the morning and location occurs in
the evening. It is difficult to replace ORB-SLAM with other
position fixing systems, like GPS, when we navigate a fixed
map using a camera. This method shows great accuracy in
visual odometry, and the localization function also shows great
potential for use in industrial areas.
LiDAR has recently become a fundamental sensor for au-
tonomous driving because it measures the distance to a target
by illuminating the targets. It does not depend on the light,
unlike a camera. Zhang [7] proposed a method called LiDAR
odometry and mapping (LOAM), which uses LiDAR to get the
point cloud map, and uses the distance of corner and planar
points to optimize the target of the Levenberg–Marquardt
method. LOAM shows real-time mapping and state-of-art ac-
curacy. However, this method cannot eliminate the cumulative
error, and we cannot locate using the map. Thrun [8] uses the
LiDAR reflectivity to build a map, and this method shows an
accuracy of around 10 cm. However, this method only works
when there are a sufficient number of landmarks on the ground,
and it is affected by snow and rain.
To solve the challenges mentioned above, we build a point
cloud map to eliminate the illumination changes and we use
GPS to constrain our map. This step reduces the drift over a
long distance. In order to make the localization more robust,
we use other kinds of odometry to predict our correspondence
point on the map, and the odometry also achieves a faster
updating speed than LiDAR.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section
II illustrates the related work, and connects other method with
our approach. Section III presents the sensor and platform we
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use, as well as a mapping method based on graph optimization.
Section IV presents the PointLocalization method. The results
on the KITTI dataset and the real-world environment are
discussed in Section V. Section VI illustrates the experimental
results and outlines future works.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we provide an overview of the existing
SLAM methods and compare PointLocalization with other
localization methods.
As previously mentioned, ORB-SLAM [6] provides a local-
ization method that uses ORB features [9] to calculate visual
odometry, but it is sensitive to the change of brightness and
features in the environment. To solve this problem, [10] first
uses LiDAR to build a previous map based on the LiDAR
map geometry information, and proposes a hybrid bundle
adjustment framework to correct the current pose. Wolcott and
Eustice [11] also use a LiDAR map as prior knowledge of the
environment; however, it uses the ground map generated by
LiDAR to match the camera results.
Another method to locate using a camera is proposed in [12]
[13], in which presented an online landmark selection method
using an unsupervised algorithm makes a selection accord-
ing to how likely these landmarks are, for distributed long-
term visual localization systems. They also proposed a map
management system for long-term lifelong localization. For
autonomous driving, localization is still a challenging problem
for industrial usage, because it highly relies on the features of
the camera, such as dynamic range and photosensitivity, which
can affect the robustness of visual localization in different
conditions.
Koide et al. [14] uses graph SLAM to fusion the LiDAR
and GPS messages. They use a normal distributions transform
(NDT) [15] algorithm to scan matching, and a GPS as the
constraint of the pose graph. They also combine the NDT
registration algorithm with angular velocity data provided
by the LiDAR using an unscented Kalman filter (UKF) to
localize. Pfrunder and Egger [16], [17] proposed a new SLAM
method called CSIRO SLAM (C-SLAM), which uses IMU
and LiDAR. It calculates surfels by their spatial relation from
the LiDAR, and minimizes the error of the transform from
surfels matching and the data of acceleration and rotation from
the IMU to get current pose. They also offer a localization
method, called CSIRO localization (C-LOC), which also uses
surfel matching and fuses the data from the IMU to get current
localization results.
One problem for localization is how to get a pre-built
map with high-quality. Many researchers use the loop closure
method to reduce the drift during map generation. LEGO-
LOAM [18] uses the trajectory to estimate the loop closure,
then it calculates the root mean square error between the
current LiDAR frame and the key frame, that was acquired in
the past as the loop closure condition. ORB-SLAM also uses
loop closures to reduce the accumulation error. It detects the
bag of words (BOW) [19], which describes the kind of object
in a certain frame as the feature vector, and if the trajectory
of the camera comes to the same place, will show the same
vector value. Another problem that occurs when using LiDAR
to locate is the real-time performance. For example, a 64-beam
LiDAR will generate 2.2 million points per second, makes it
hard to calculate the result in real time.
In this paper, we present a method based on GPS to build a
map without drift. In the mapping part, we use LOAM as the
estimation of the sensor trajectory, and we set up a posed map
to reduce the accumulation errors. In the posed map section,
we add a GPS constraint and loop closure constraint to get
a map without drift, and this GPS-based mapping method
algorithm can achieve real-time performance.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND G-LOAM
A. Sensor Settings
1) Industrial Personal Computer (IPC): Our IPC is
equipped with an Intel Core i7 7700 CPU (3.6 GHz) and a 16
GB of RAM. The IPC works on Ubuntu 16.04 with a Robot
operating system (ROS) Kinetic version.
2) 3D Lidar: RS-LiDAR-16 Lidar in our experiments is
used. RS-LiDAR-16 is a mechanical LiDAR, which has a 30°
vertical field of angle and 360° horizontal field of angle. RS-
LiDAR-16 has 16 different laser channels, and each channel
works at a 10 Hz rotation rate.
3) Encoder: On our test vehicle, we use a Hall effect
sensor as our wheel speed sensor, which is used to measure
the magnitude of a magnetic field. We build a 36T gear that
can rotate the wheels. When the vehicle moves forward, the
Hall effect sensor will generate an electric signal, according to
the magnetic field changes generated by the rotating gear. We
calculate the travel distance by counting the amount of pulse
from the Hall effect sensor. We also obtain the yaw angle
according to the different electric signals generated by the left
and right wheels.
In this paper, we define the distance between the left and
right wheels as L. d is the traveling distance of the wheel.
We can obtain the traveling distance of the wheel center using
dcenter =
dleft+dright
2 . The turnning angle is φ =
dleft+dright
2 . From
the former position
[
Xi, Yi, θi
]>
, we can calculate the
UGV position using:
Ti+1 =
XiYi
θi
+
dcenter cos θidcenter sin θi
φ
 . (1)
B. G-LOAM
In this section, we introduce our graph-based SLAM method
with GPS constraint, which is called G-LOAM. Firstly, when
using LiDAR to map, we must use a different point cloud
registration method as the front end. With this step, we can
get LiDAR odometry. Researchers usually use iterative closest
points (ICP) [20] or NDT as the front end registration method.
NDT is widely used because it does not need an accurate
initial position and it has stable time consumption. We propose
a mapping method for which the registration part is based
on LOAM. LOAM is more accurate and less time-consuming
Fig. 1. The proposed pose graph structure
than other registration algorithms, because it only matches the
features instead of whole LiDAR scan. Furthermore, a loop
closure method is usually used to optimize the map, LEGO-
LOAM uses ICP as the loop closure constraint. We add a GPS
constraint to the loop closure constraint, in order to eliminate
the accumulation error of LOAM. The general framework for
graph optimization (G2o) [21] is the basic frame to solve our
problems.
A graph-based method [22] is one of the most successful
approaches to solve SLAM problems. In the graph, we use
the edge to represent different constraints, such as the GPS
measurement to the pose of LiDAR. The goal of the graph is
to minimize the error of all measurements.
Let pk be the LiDAR node, where Zk Hk respectively
represent the mean of the constraint of pk and the information
matrix of the current constraint of pk. We can also define the
error function ek(pk, Zk) between pk and the observation by
using the edge to represent it. We can use a Eq. 2 to describe
this optimization problem:
F (p) =
N∑
k=0
ek(pk,Zk)
>Hkek(pk,Zk). (2)
Following Eq. 2, we select the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM)
algorithm to solve this problem. The LM algorithm is more
effective than Gauss-Newton algorithm, because the LM algo-
rithm sets up a trusting region where the non-linear approxi-
mation is valid.
Fig. 1 shows the structure of our graph, we set the Gk
as a fixed node generated by GPS data and Pk represents
the LiDAR pose in SE(3). This graph has 3 constraints:
the odometry constraint generated by LiDAR odometry, the
GPS constraint given by the static transformation between the
LiDAR and GPS antenna, and the loop closure constraint given
by the ICP algorithm. Fig. 2 illustrates a map got by using this
algorithm.
IV. POINTLOCALZATION
A. PointLocalization Overview
The point localization algorithm requires two sensor inputs.
The first is LiDAR, which can give us the current surround-
ing environment. With this information, we can reduce the
accumulation error. The other sensor can provide any kind
of odometry. We use Hall effect sensor to provide odometry;
however, it can use any other odometry that has an updated
Fig. 2. The result of mapping on campus.
rate above 10 Hz. The sensor should be stable and not be
affected by the environment change.
B. PointLocalization Algorithm
Before introducing PointLocalization, we should finish spar-
sification of our point cloud generated by G-LOAM. We use a
voxel grid filter to reduce the size and the overlapped area of
our map. After the sparsification step, we can get a map with
faster access speed and smaller storage size; the storage size
is only 8 MB for a 0.5 km×0.5 km map. After we receive
the message from LiDAR and the odometry, we calculate
the transformation between the last LiDAR localization result
TLk−1 and the current received odometry T
O
k . We name it T
I
k .
If we receive a LiDAR input, T Ik will be one prediction for our
current pose TLk . We also use another way to predict our pose,
which regard as our LiDAR momentum (TLk−1)
T × TLk−2. In
this step we can get a rough prediction of TLk , which is T
I
k and
(TLk−1)
T×TLk−2. Then we use the rough predict of (TLk ) to get
the region of interest (ROI) on the map we obtained previously.
We set the minimum ROI on the map with a radius of one
meter, this step can help us increase the speed for matching
the LiDAR scan points with the map.
In the last step, we get the target point cloud (ROI map) and
source point cloud (LiDAR scan). We can use ICP to calculate
the pose of LiDAR and formulate the problem as follows:
ei =
{
pi − (Rp´i + t) ‖(pi − p´i)‖2 < δ
0 ‖(pi − p´i)‖2 ≥ δ
, (3)
and
min
R,t
J =
1
2
n∑
i=1
‖(pi − (Rp´i + t))‖22. (4)
We define the error of Eq. 3; ei is the error between the
LiDAR points (pi) and the ROI points in the map (p´i), R
is the current rotation, t is the current transformation. In this
step, we set a threshold δ to prevent the influence, caused by
dynamic objects, such as a truck or pedestrians. Eq. 4 is the
target function in ICP algorithm to get the current pose of
LiDAR, where R and t should be adjusted to make sure the
current estimation of the pose has the minimal J .
The last step is to fuse the odometry result and the LiDAR
result to get a high frequency of localization result. Usually,
the EKF approach can only take measurements from the
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 3. The test result of KITTI 00. (a) Result of the trajectory of PointLocalization and ground truth. (b) The calculation time distribution. (c), (d), (e) and
(f) The rotation and translation error in different distance and speed.
Fig. 4. The localization result of KITTI 00.
TABLE I
TRANSLATION ERROR RESULT FROM KITTI 00
Error measure (m) Value
Mean 0.227894
Median 0.141765
RMSE 0.324986
Std 0.231690
current state into account, which is a problem with delayed
measurements. In this part, we use the steady-state approxi-
mation of EKF (SSKF) [23]. The covariance is assumed to
be constant. In this method, we can get the trade-off for the
delayed measurements between the accuracy of the EKF and
the runtime of the SSKF; this method will solve the problem
of the long calculation time, caused by the ICP algorithm.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We test the G-LOAM and PointLocalization on the KITTI
dataset. This experiment is performed on the IPC mentioned
before. We choose the first dataset to test our algorithm.
In the mapping part, we transform the ground truth as the
GPS constraint for mapping, and we get a map with less
drift. When running the PointLocalization algorithm, we use
16 beams of a 64-beam LiDAR to achieve the same standard as
our testing vehicle. We also use LiDAR odometry to replace
the Hall effect sensor, because KITTI does not have wheel
odometry for tests.
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the testing result; Fig. 4 is the result
after comparing the localization result with the KITTI ground
truth. Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) are the rotation errors in the test.
From these two figures, we can get the conclusion that this
algorithm works well in a 20-50 km/h speed range. Fig. 3(c)
and Fig. 3(d) show the translation errors with path length and
speed. We can find that this localization method does not have
an accumulated error caused by odometry, and at the speed
of about 20km/h, it shows excellent behavior. This is fit for a
vehicle working in an urban area. Table 1 shows the total error
result on KITTI 00. This shows that in the urban environment,
PointLocalization can reach decimeter localization accuracy.
A. Test Result on Real Data
We test this algorithm in our operating environment using
an electric UGV for which the designed speed is 25 km/h. The
trial is carried out at an industrial estate that has many trucks
and people.
In this industrial estate, in order to verify the environmental
robustness, we use a map that was captured six months ago, in
January 2019. To test as many situations as possible, we record
the data over a week. The results are shown in Fig. 5. Then, we
specially choose the data record in the morning and afternoon,
because they are the busiest periods of the estate. Fig. 5 (a)-(e)
represent the RTK-GPS route and PointLocalization route. We
can see from Fig. 5 (b), (d) and (e) that there are some failure
situations of RTK-GPS, which are represented by the blue dot
around the route. The reasons for these failure in the tests are
• Communications. We choose to use a continuously op-
erating reference stations (CORS) system, which uses a
fixed station to calculate the error message. Since we may
lose the error message caused by unstable communica-
tions, the position we obtain is also unstable.
• Signal obstructions and Multipath. Our vehicle works
in the environment with lots of high buildings and trucks.
The building will cause signal obstructions, and metallic
objects located near the antenna can cause signal reflec-
tion. These elements may cause the GPS to fail during
our test.
In these experiments, we also use the RTK-GPS as the
ground truth to verify the accuracy of our algorithm. (f) is
the error we compare with RTK-GPS in status 4 and the
RMS (66.7%) is less than 2 cm. The error is calculated in
the form: e(t) =
√
ex(t)2 + ey(t)2. ex(t) and ey(t) is the
error between the RTK-GPS and PointLocalization in the x
and y axis, respectively.
PointLocalization can reach the decimeter-level localization
and this result shows in the estate environment. From the test
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Fig. 5. Test result between RTK GPS and PointLocalization result. (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) The testing result in the city at different times. (f) The accuracy
of data from the results in (a0, (b), (c). (d) and (e).
Fig. 6. The calculation time of our test.
result in (f), we get the minimum error of 0.0136 m, the
average error is 0.0973 m. It is better than C-LOC [16] whose
minimum Euclidean norm is 0.096 m, the mean is 0.995 m.
The real-time demand is very important for localization. Fig.
6 represents the calculation time distribution for our algorithm.
The LiDAR works at the speed of 10 Hz and we find that
most of the calculation finish in 0.1 seconds. This algorithm
is much faster than C-LOC [17], where they use a 16 beams
LiDAR, and reach a 4 Hz update rate. Robustness is another
aspect to evaluate the localization algorithm. We test it in an
environment crowded with trucks. As shown in Fig. 7, the
current LiDAR scan is blocked by three trucks. If we use a
local map to match the scanned results, it will cause failure.
With the prediction and ROI map, PointLocalization does not
have a significant influence on the localization result.
In the practical usage, it is not always possible to use 360°
LiDAR, two LiDARs, which are installed in front and back
Fig. 7. Yellow boxes indicate trucks driving pass our vehicle.
Fig. 8. Localization in wide environment with a 180 ° horizontal FOV.
of vehicle to reduce cost and avoid obstacles. One defect of
this system is that it only has a 180° horizontal field of angle
because it is blocked by the UGV body, and the other defect is
that this kind of LiDAR is usually installed at a low position.
Under these circumstances, we also test this algorithm on the
front LiDAR.
Fig. 8 is the localization test on an open square with a front
LiDAR, where we obtain localization in an open area with
only half a constraint on the map.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presented a method of localization based on Li-
DAR and any kind of odometry. The PointLocalization method
reached localization to a decimeter-level in real time, and
shows environmental robustness, which enables the vehicle to
locate in an urban environment without installing GPS. It can
also work well in crowded places like industrial estate. This
method only needs one LiDAR and it will not be disturbed by
light variance and surrounding buildings. These features show
greater advantages than GPS and visual-based methods.
PointLocalization requires a good prior map generated by
G-LOAM, which uses GPS constraint to eliminate accumula-
tion errors. To achieve real-time and environmentally robust
localization, we use odometry and the former pose of LiDAR
to estimate when the next scan should appear, then we generate
the ROI map based on the current scan. In the point cloud
registration part, to reduce the influence of dynamic objects,
we drop the points which have large errors.
In the experiment part, we test our algorithm on two
environments: the KITTI urban environment, and a crowed
industrial estate. From the KITTI test results, we find that our
algorithm can work at a high speed with high accuracy. In the
estate test with a distance of 2000 km, we find this algorithm
shows great advantages: higher accuracy and faster speed than
the other methods.
In the future, we plan to improve the accuracy of the
proposed method. LiDAR only has a measurement error of
about 2 cm and RTK-GPS also has the same accuracy under
the best conditions, so it is possible for PointLocalization to
reach centimeter-level accuracy. In the future work, we can
also use PointLocalization to update the map in a dynamic
area, such as a port or parking lot.
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